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Preface
The Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, RTD, wishes to extead
its sincere appreciation to College of Industrial Design, Architecture
and Art of the University of Cincinnati for their organization of the
Limited War project.
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of this effort.
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This report has been published to stimulate further research in
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however, publication of this report does not necessarily represent
Air Force approval of these concepts.
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IINTRODUCTION
On the following pages are the results of an exercise in creative
problem solving recording the efforts of nineteen Juniors of the Col.
lege of Design, Architecture, and Art, University of Cincinnati.

The

complex and timely problem of Bare Base development was tl1e subject of
their efforts.
These students were organized into five teams (four teams of four
members and one of three).

Nine represented the department of Indus-

trial Design and the remaining ten were Architectural students.

Par-

ticipation on each teair was equally divided between Architecture and
Industrial Design with the exceptior of the three-man team (No. 5) which
included only one student representing the latter.
The students were introduced to the problem on June 8, 1964, when
they received the "Bare Base Development Program" as presented on pages
to

8 . Two days later, they were briefed by Headquarters TAC on

the mission of TAC and, on the relative siccess and/or failure of recent Bare Base and limited war exercises.

To serve as a vehicle for

its proposal, each tearn was given a site map chosen from a selection of
SAC and TAC airfields in various parts of the world.

These sito planm

were altered to eliminate all existing structures and equipment,

Only

basic airfield pavement, roads and indicatinns of terrain cc-nditions wqe
left on the map.

The site, howev3r, wax to be invidentAl to the eiur.p-

ment which had to be adaptable and flexidle to suit any coadit3.,)s or
climate in the temperate zone.

I

With this information and with the assistance of various TAC manuals
on the subject of bare bases, these five teams researched the problem
and prepared design proposals in four major areas:

1) site development,

2) shelter system, 3) transportation system and 4) miscellaneous equipment.

They thon organized their concepts into 20-minute slide rresenta-

tions and presented these at Wright Patterson Air Force Base on Thursday,
July 23, 1964, only six and one-half weeks from their initial introduction to the project.
resuwia'

SIa

Included in the reports as presented here, are a

ard illustrative excerpts from each team's proposal.

DlARE BASE DEVESLOPH!AT PROGRAM
BACKGRtOUND
The ability of TAC to conduct tactical air combat operations, both
nuclear and non-nuclear, anywhere in the world, is dependent on the
availability of suitable operating bases. TAC forces have been fashioned into packages designed to include all weapons systems appropriate to
meet a particular threat. The packages include aircraft, flying and
maintenance personnel, and a command staff. They are commonly called
"strike" forces and are capable of conducting limited war activities
from remote base sites known as bare bases.
Their locaThere are many such sites in all parts of the world.
tions are known and, depending upon strategic requirements, any one
may be suitable for remote TAC operations on very short notice.
A bare base is defined as an airfield having one or more runways,
In most cases, the
taxiways, and a rarp, but no support facilitics.
Extensive
bare base is a commercial airport or an abandoned airfield.
inspection and evaluation are normally required prior to operational
use. It is assumed that facilities such as maintenance, housing or
However, any existadministrative buildings, etc. are not available.
inr facilities are used to whatever e:Ctent possible.
Bare base onprations are planned for a ria.imum of 3O-day occupancy,
with personnel on temporary duty status. Each bare base has a rear
It is defined as a fully operational base
main operating base (11B).
having all support capabilities and facilities normally associated with
established USAF bases.
After recognition for the need and selection of a bare base, a
survey team visits the site to determine the ade' uacy of the facilities and program r-irlift and erection priorities for rapid development.
At this point, a Combat Control Team (CCT) representing TAC and an adrepreseonting the NOB
vanced unit of the Combat Su-port Grmup (CS3)
Then,
arrive for the ourpose of supervising the bAre base develo~ppont,
aidition C"G persoznel are airlifted to the site. T) accomp.iish this
phase efficiently, the Combat Support Group is organized ýnt, preplanned
packames of personnel and eqizijaent. Once at the bars base site, these
CSG units 'cc mplish the developnint and ready' the airfield for the
arncarrival of t!. _ tactical force! and remain to marie base suxt,

tions throughout the duration of occupa-ncy. Upor the %ri.val of the
tactical forces, hvwever, th, ovefnhll comma-,.A r*soor-sitblity is assunod
by the TAC unit connander.

The sequence of events In the development of a bare base operation
is as follows:

S ....
•

i.
2.

Recofaiteon of the need for and selection of a bare base.
Initial survey of the proposed BB by operation plannerse

3.

Arrival
of Combat
Control
Sup.port Grcup
(CSG)
Unit. Team (CCT)

eng;ineers and mai,,tenance personnel if

4. Establish air lift

6.
78.
9.

Air landing
c5. of
Preparation of
of TAC
Arrival
Arrival of TAC

possible.

and advanced Combat

operations.

additional SG units according to priority.e
base for arrival of tactical aircraft.
a
Command element.

aircraft.
Improvement of base as required.

PIROBho7

Develop a batter'y of equipment Into transportable units with in

accompanting plan of mobility and erection to effect efficisnt and rapid
uilization of a bare
tanse site. The equipmen and
t its utilization are
to be applicable in varying quantities and configurations to any bare

base site in the temperate zone.

Its sequential arrival, erection and

use are to be given extensive consideration based upon an initial study

of the site and criteria.

The growth of the total base is to be presented

In successive stages. Design proposals should be accom!plished with
sufficient detail to indicate realistic consideration of the followino:

1. Loading and unloading of equipment and personnel
.
2. Unforeseen terrain and weather conditions.
3. Air and ground transportation for equipment and personnel.
T.porary
n.
repair measur
aos.
5. Thmporary utilities.
6, Emergency requirements.

7.
4.

9.
ý0.

Security vigilance.
Possible air drop requirements.

Lhrkness, heat, cold and rinimum personnel comfort.
Supcervision.

F.riondly land forces are In general cnntrol of the areas althou~hl minima guerrilla penetration his to be a,-tlclnatnd.
condiltion but at.-stri.os are
2,
The site 13 in rel•tively ?,,4
in'nee of Ivick surfacing and s..-t repair.
3.There are no Utilities or usable buildings.
:,No hi.avy ovorgrewth Is A.A.1cipated but minor clearing ejuluprant wdill be necessAry.

5.
6.
7.

Army will provide and locate 8 to 10 pieces of anti-aircraft
equipment. Billeting, messing, storage, etc., are under the
Army jurisdiction, and are not to be included in this project.
C-130 Aircraft is to be the transport carrier.
All personnel are to be male and military.

REQUIWWETS
1.

Provide for a total complement of 1100 men to include two Tactical
Squadrons (110 men), one Maintenanne Squadron (500 men), and
one provisional Combat Support Group (470 men), all under a
provisional headquarters (20 men).
The administrative organ.
ization looks like this:

Proviaional Headquarterd

Tactica1lS

uadro

L

Miantensan.o

quadron

Provisiouna
Coubat Support Oroup

2.

Provide for 36 F4C jet fighter aircraft:
a. provide an aircraft parking plan
b. provide towing capability
c. provide refueling capability (by vehicle)
provide
r.
1'ael storage

e.
3.
4.
5.

pr:•l.'3h
one engine rin-up area

f. pro)vide maintenance hangar and facilities for 1
9. provide aircraft washing facilities for 1 or 2.
Provide billeting awd reýsing to acconizodate 1103 men
officers, 938 airnen)
Provide airfield lightine.
1rovide for a fall complemaent of u',.,ort facilitier.
list of support functlonr' and the number otf ;,rsonnel

or 2.
(162
A check
involved

in each 13 attachod.

6.

Frovide for iovelopment of thA bane to the point of otvrration-3l
effectiveness within a tiz.e sletule not to ece&. 9 h9)6r ,

LV SIC, h.4r :.t"kU
Establish priorities Jfor air llft .
ati' crection of operatiofal
and support facilltie, icc-:ring to the fololein•s

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

1st priority: operational support - minimum armament and
security, minimum fuel storage, minimum essential utilities.
2nd prioritys provide for increased capacity and efficiency
of operational facilities.
3rd priority: further improve operations and provide special
facilities, i.e. hospital, -Aministrative structures, special
housing.
4th priority:
5th priority:

erect remainder of camp.
improverrnts based on projected length of tenancy.

DESIGN SOLUTIONS
1. Site development: In scale rodel form, using movable components
of shelters, vehicles and equipment, make a photographic record
of the sequential development of the base recorded a'. meaningful
stages and calibrated to a time schedule.
2.

3.

4.

Shelter system(s): Present basic components demonstrating erecProject the system(s) into a
tion and demounting procedures.
variety of sizes and applications usin- models, graphic presentation and/or photography to effectively present design thinking.
Transportation system: Develop a multipurpose land vehicle (or
vehicles) to accomplish equipment and personnel trinsportation
Present a comprehensive scale
and additional workaday functions.
model and be able tV demonstrate flexibility.
Equipalent: Survey equipment needs (other than shelter and transportation) and present new equipment ideas in sketch forn, e.g.
airstrip lighting, fuel storage, personal equipment, etc.

Check List of Support Functions for a Bare Base Operation of 1100 Men:

support function

No. of TOY Personnel

f

SAn__

"1ICSG'Commander and eputy

2

(

2

2

Administrative Staff

0

4

4

3

Chaplain Services

2

2

4

4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Personnel
Personal Services
AF Exchange
Accounting and Finance
.1
Materiel Services
Civil Engineering .
Fire Protection and Rescue
Procurement (Government Contracts)
Suppl-y
Munitions

1
1
0

2
3
2
1,
2

3
4
2
2
4

0
1
1
1

18
2
21
18

.. 58
18
3
22
19

14

POL (fuels)

1

24

25

TF

Cyrogenic Fluid Production
Terminal Services (transportation)

0
1

12
41

12
42

1
1
1
7
0

1
30
2
24
2
43
7

2
31

16

17

2

55

Administrative Services

-

18
19

Legal Services
Security and Law Enforcement
SInformation Services
21
Medical Services
Graphcal Services
23
Weather and Meteorolgoy
24
Aircraft Operations

25
26

27
---

W
30
31
32
33

F

F
3

I01

ITI

31
2
10

Transient Aircraft Maintenance_0___60.6..
Photo Mapping and
Motors, Ground Equipment
Motors, Vehicle ainte-nance
'
or Vehicle operators
Food Services
Housing Services

_____

V

T3

1
0
0
1
0

2
13
27
71
5

4
3
13
27
72
S

_

?

Class schedule and calendar of events:

Monday

Friday

Wednesday

1st week

JUNE 8: Introduction of problem
and formation of
teams.

JUNE 10: Orientation by Headquarters
TAC.

JUNE 12: Site
assignments to
teams.

2nd week

JUNE 15:

JUNE 17: Prelimin-

JUNE 19:

ary site survey presentations.

3rd week

JUNE 22:

JUNE 24:

JUNE 26: Interim
design critique.

4th week

JUNE 29:

JULY 1:

JULY •: HOLIDAY

5th week

JTULY 6:

JULY 8:0

JULY 10:

"Ath week

JU1Y 130

JULY 15:

JULY 17: Final

7th week

JULY 20:

JULY 23 (Thursday): resentation of final
design solutions at Wright Patterson Air

design critique.

Force Baie, Dayton, Ohio

$

TEAM

1

Duane A. Gordcn

Architecture '66

Dale C. Harris

Industrial Design '65

John R. UcKnight

Arcitecture '66

John Plut

Industrial Design '65
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TEA1Mi PHILOSOPHY OF 3AaZ, 3A3E APPROACH
Development of the bare base must be accomplished with a minimum
of both total and man-hour time, maximum efficiency, and minimum weight.
In order to accomplish this, modern technology should be utilized to
replace outdated concepts of design and use.
The development of a liht

weight polyurethane, nylon, and mylar

lamination greatly reduces the weight of the sp'in of the shelter and
at the same time increases durability, provides insulation, and increases
living comfort.
elements, weight,

By using suspension and tension members for structural
bulk, and erection time are reduced.

A new tiTpe of free-niston engine, invented by Harold Kosoff of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

provides a compact, efficient power source

for all phases of the base complex including lih-itinir, heatinig, generatirng
and vehicle

opower, while reducing raintenance time and complexity.

Hy-

draulic drives and fluid couplings also eliminate most maintenance time,
reduce weight, and improve effic'iency.

The single power source will

reduce the need for most spare )arts storage, reduce -aintenance time,
an-2 lessen the need :or some snecialized tasks.
Electronic ovens can be utilizeO for the preparation of nre-packaged
foods.
The use of these levelopmonts reduces the overall comple::ity of the
b•rc base.

There a;'e fewer items, anr! these items can be applie6 to more

sorarate functions.

One basic shnlter" unit can be grouped in a variety

cf way's in onrer to serve for storage, cor,:and areas, housing, mensing,
or ho-nital.

A second, larger tension structuv'e is used for the hangar

and. -ro-,ides for more efficient use of the floor area.
10

or

Shelters of contemporary design and materials will seem less temporary
provide more pleasant living conditions while
(and actually being quickem

to erect and dismantle than the present tentage.

Better living condi-

tions will increase the efficiency of the men and provide for better morale.

Better functional use of space provides more useable ssace pfr man yet
cuts down on overall area.

The
S~hours

tie base can be set up or dismantled
krithin seventy-two (72)
by a crew of approximately four hundred (400) men, with a minimum

of experience and preparation time.

ADAPTABILITY OF DESIG 6 'CONC--oT.S TO SITES
Our shelter design can be adapted to any particular terrain since
the center supporting cable -roavn
be raised or lowered independently of
the other unit on the same pylon.

This makes it possible for any of the

units to sit on a different level from t
Due to the insulation quality of the

other
ie
units In the cluster.
shelter skin, the concept is

adaptable for, all temperate zone conditions.
The structures are completely enclosed through the use of a polyzipper for sealing which provides for complete protection from the elements
of nature.
Due to the shape, the structure.; can be grouned to form any number
011units and adlaptod to any nw-,,)r of function5,

medical
.1nd

-,uch as housing:,

r e-,sfing%

storage.

The vehicle can be adapted to any type of terrain br-,cau:-c of the

hydrauli' lifts which can raise or lower the vehicle.

provision for a 90 degree turning to manc-uver on tiU

Tere is also the

t or hilly terrain.

SITE
In adapting our concepts to our site (Fig. 1) we po-itioned our
facilities according to the existing rwiway aid roadway layout in order
to have them function at their best.
Our site, which is located in England, has both hot and cold weather

for which te insulated material will compensate.

The base is planned

(Fig. 2) to be completely independent from the surrounding area in the
event that the vicinity has been devastated, the land is desolute, or
the inhabitants are unable to give aid or supiort.

All food, water, fuel,

and shelter are to be flown to the site.
SiFLrER Xi.C,-,T
The shelter cor:cc t used br our team was designed wLth the basic
idea of simpler and easier erection in mind.
This idea is conveyed throuhi t'e use of a suspended structure which

makes it possible to suspend as trany as three basic unit.: from a single
fi}>hcrg•.lass rmember in the center of a three-cluster unit tFig. 3).

The

erection of t?'is shelter (Fig. 4 thru 9) is accomplished by a team of
six men.
Time re-cilred to ervct tiis thirty-man shelter is forty (40) minutes,
which is les:, than the present tine of one (I)

hour taken by six (6) men

to erect three teots housine a total of thirty (30) men.

Zach septArate housing unit is in the form of a hexagon making It
possible for these units to be complotely
12

uox!ular and iblo to be used

for any number of functions, such as housing units (Figs. 11,12),

messing

unit (Fig. 13), hospital, storage, motor pool, oparational functions,
and recreational units.
The exterior skin of the structure is fabricated from ; inch polyurethane foam of the flexible type.

Laminated on both sides of the

polyurethane foam will be a layer of mylar and woven nylon fiber.

The

nylon is necessary to increase the tear strength of the material, and
the mylar is used to improve durability and to waterpr3of the polyurethane
foaji..

From the research our team has done on the shelter, skin it was fcund
that the "K" (insulating) factor of this material was as low as .22 thus
demonstrating the ability of this shelter material to be used in a variety
of climates.

It is also worth-while to note that the tent skin weighs

approximately 0.1 pound per square foot.
One tent unit can be folded down and rolled into a package of thirteen
(13) feet long by ei,&teen (18) incles in diameter with its myir flooring rolled around the outside to protect the unit in shipping.
A conservative estimate of th., waight p-ar one ten man unit is atproxi~mately four hundred ind fifty (450) pounds as comA7,red to a five hundred
and eighty (500) pound tent nade of canvas to house ten (10)

men.

The sup•orting members -re fabricated frvm a fiberglass rzaterial
which gives them increased strength and durability and cuts the weicht
down considerably.
By having a wall area of thirteen (13)

feet by eight (S) feeto it

is possible to bunk as isny ab U' men fer unit wfii& is two -A--n mcere than
can be bunked In the prese:'t canvas tent.

13

The shelter concept we bave used has flooring, and complete enclosure
from the elements makes it possible for better living conditions including
heatr.g, lighting, ventilation, insulation, and cleanliness.
In summary, our shelter is simple to erect, it lighter in weight,
has increased space iraking it

possible to house more men, and makes pro.

visions for better living conditions.
HAIGAR
Our cbjoctives in designing a hangar were to lighten the weight,
simplify er3ction, and provide a

'iNnctiorna and efficient vorking space

(Fig. 14).
In order to lighten the weight of the hangar, we did away with any
stractural members that would have to span the width of the hangar.

A

truss or beam would have to be built out of steel or wood to achieve the
span needed.
We decided that the most efficient way to supporA a hangar structure
is to suspend the enclosing material with relatively light tension cables.
The hexagonal form iC used is highly adaptable to a tension structure
since all walls are the same length and the dirtance to the center of
the hangar is the sane length as the walls.

Yt is a very simple process

to locate, without surveying, all the poiits where the etructure is secured
to the ground.

With one string forty-five (45) feet long the six points

could be quickly located on the site by triangulation.
The structure nonsists of six pylons and six tensions cables from
which is suspended the wall and roof of the hangar- (•is.

15,16,1?).

The

pylons would be made from high strernth fibe'rglazs uich h~s a very high
14

Pylont of this material would lighten the pylon weight

yield point.
considerably.

The mateiWal of the valls and ceiling is formed from J inch flexible polyarethane foam reinforced with nylon and has a skin of mylar
plastic laminated to each side.

This provides a strong material that

is tear-resistait, has a smooth surface for easy cleaning, has a weight
of approximately 0.1 pound per sq4are foot, and has a "K" factor of
0.22 for excellent insulation.
Ventilation is provided at the six corners of the hangars with
screened windows that are two feet and six inches wide and eighteen
feet high.

Each of these tall windows will have flexible doors at the

ground for easy access from any side.

These window units can be closed

from the elements by rolling down a panel that tippers closed with a
poly-zipper which does not allow wind to blow through.
This hangar has six sides forty-five (45) feet long.

It will com-

pletely acconmodate two F-4-C J-t fighters (Fig. 18) that are completely
closed off from the elements, or three planes (one completely and two
partially enclosed) my be accommodated.
Another reason for usinC the hexagonal fori for the hangar is that
more square-footage of floor area is provided per square-footage of wall
and ceiling, as coMared with a rectangular Wtilding.
for two fighter planes is quite adequate.

The space Drovided

Both planes have plenty of

reAa for work access on all sides.
The hangar has twc doors tr
of the hangar.
and ceiling.

pL.access located on oprosite :;des

These door!? are made of the same material as the Walls
They fCId (on overhead rollers) to the sides giving a forty-

five (45) foot clear opening.

Since this design provides an easy-to-erect hangar from a relatively
light package as well as a functional hangar for two fighter planes, we
believe this hangar would be an excellent addition to the Air Force Bare
Base concept.

VTILI= VMICf"

SUWRV

In order to raise the overall efficiency of the Wr • base, there is
a need to reduce the number of vehicles required to perform the tasks
too large to be done A4th manpower.

A look at the list of vehicles pro-

vided for the base will show many vehicles

are by their design,
eihich

limited to one or two jobs and, since the particular job- are not done
constantly, there is inefficiency in having vehicles sitting idle when
they might possibly be doubling up on other functions to get the jobs
done faster.
According to TAC Manual 400-12 there are eighty-eight (88) vehicles
alloted in the average bare base support group.
broken down into three catagories:

These vehicles may be

light, medium, and heavy duty in

accordance with their own snecific weight and the functions they perform.
Out of the total of 88 vehicles, 55 may be classed as light and medium
duty vehicles with the following specific functicns:

(1) hauling in one

form or another (this group includes trucks and trailers) (2) light bulldozing (3) ditch digging and other functions associated with a farm
tractor, and (4) lirting (forklift).

It is felt by the team that the

light anOd nedir.' duty function could be performed by a single vehicle
type located someeere oetween the two classes.
Since tUo TACM 40C.12 did not catalogue any of the ground support

vehicles for the Tactical fighter air craft, the trip to Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base brought to light another group of vehicular functions
which my also be included in the class of vehicles the team intends to
pursue.

The ground support group included towing functions (both for

air craft and air craft checking equipment), refueling, and munitionshandling.

Although most of these vehicles are physically smaller than

the vehicles included in the bare base system, the functions they perform are in the same catagories.
VEHICMLR CON4CEPT
In order to fulfill the required functions, the new vehicle must be
flexible to adapt to the various situations which would include variations
A vehicle which wotuld perforip. well on

in terrain and climate (Fig. 19).

the hard, even surface of the runway system would not do well if the offrunway terrain was sand or mud.

The vehicle would not need the same

weather protection in mild climates as it would in the extreme cold or
hot areas.

Viewed in this light, the weather-protection facilities become

a separate iten to be included in the package only if the site survey
deems them necessary.
The first consideration given to the vehicle was that of the operational, or cab area (Fig. 20).

Since the vehicle will be usei for taxi

service in transporting per3onnel, w:e decided upon a two-place cab to
carry the ,river and one passenger.

There would also be roar box attach-

ment to allow seating for four add!tic •i

persons.

The second consideration

was that of a suitable Irive trnin whicii would require a nintmu• of raintenance,

reduce the overall weight, yet allow the vehicle adequate power,

traction, and flexibility.

A-fter conridering many possibilities, a fluid-

17

drive system was settled upon due to the lack of moving and complex parts
and the idea of transmitting the power from the engine to the wheels
through flexible tubes rathor than rigid drive shafts, universal joints,
gear boxes, differentials, etc.

As an end result, the fluid drive will

allow driver control through a single "tiller" which will control speed
and breaking as well as direction.

Now that there are no rigid connec-

tions to the wheels, they can be made to rotate 360 degrees to allow the
vehicle more flexibility (Figs. 21,22,23).

All four wheels are to use

a standerd drive, suspension, and steering mechanism thereby allcwing an
interchange ability and allowing a reduction in maintenance, inventory
and personnel training.
The third consideration was that of a power source.

Tha engine needed

to be light for 4ts power output, efficient in terms of fuel input, easy
to maintain, and reliable.
ularly

An engine has been developed which is partic-

well suited to our fluid drive Wcncept.

The engine (Fig. 24)

was designed by Harold Kosoff and consists of a tube aith
two pistons
1
which come together in the center of the tube to form the combustion
chambcr.

The compression ratio of the engine is 16 to 1, which puts it

in the diesel fuel range and means it will fire without a spark plug.
There are no valves in the combustion chamber since the engine works like
any two-cycle engine and draws its air through ports which are alternate y covered and uncovered by the piston movement.

Fuel is inducted to

the conbustion chamber vii an injector nozzle and the exhaust -as eacapes
through ports in the same manner that the air Is taken in.
increase t-he efficiency of the engine, M1r.

KosofP has included an exhaust-

driven turbo-charger to increaz.• the oxygen input.
i8

In order to

Once the pistons have

the tube
come toý,othnr an,' fired, they fly out toward the outer ends of

at which point air and oil are trapped in a chamber.

As the piston nears

the end of the tube, it will compress the air trapped there, force the
fluid out of the chamber, then bounce off the compressed air and return
to the center of the tube to fire again.

The engine as it has been de-

signed L3 a thirty inch long tube and is five inches in diameter.

Engine

weight is light at thirty pounds with a twenty horsepower output.

Also,

with modifications, the same power plant can be used as an air-compressor
or a generator.
In applying the engine to our vehicle we intend to use six such engines (Fig. 25).

Three of these engines are to power the vehicle, two

engines will power accessory hydraulic equipment, and the remaining engine
will be a generator to supply electrical power for lighting on the vehicle
and its other electrical systems as well as providing a power supply fer
electrical power tools.
A means for tying all of the first three considerations into a workable package made the fourth consideration that of building a functional
frame.

In order to conserve weight, the frame should be a working part

of the vehicle.

Our concept involves making the frame from hydraaulic

cylinders (Figs 26,27).

The cab and engine-housing part of the vehicle

is to be attached to two parallel cylinders which are six feet long and
six inches in diameter.

Both of the cylinders will be solid at the center

to allow each end to become a separate unit, thus allowing two hydraulic
cylilners per side.

T.e two forward wheel assemblies would also be

attached to the outer ends of these cylinders.

The rear frame also con-

sists of hyiraulic cylinders, but of a shorter longth.

There are two

cylinders per side running parallel (one over the othr).
to the transverse frame cylinders to fornt

i

"U" shape.

These attach

The rear driving
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wheel assemblies attach to these rear members.

This arrangement allows

the back of the vehicle to be completely open to the attachment of various
working units (Fig. 28).

This mounting position brings the attachments

up close to the operator and, in effect, makes any attachments an integral
part of the vehicle.

The vehicle could also straddle heavy objects to

pick them up with the weight concentrated in the center of the chassis
within the perimeter of the wheels.
Since the vehicle has the ability to raise or lower itself on its
own suspension (Fig. 29), the ground equipment for the fighter aircraft
could be designed to allow the vehicle to back under the equipment, raise
itself and the load, and carry the equipment to the job.
The vehicle has the ability to operate at the same speed and with
the same amount of maneuverability in any direction.

This concept

necessitates giving the driver seating and controlling facilities which
will accommodate the multi-directional movements.

It is our contention

that the driver should be given a high vantage point when the vehicle
is being used to perform the heavier work functions such as scraping
ana trenching.

To accomplish this function, the passenger seat is made

to fold upon itself allowing it to astiwme a higher position (Fig. 30).
The driver will now be seated on the reverse side of what had been the
seat back in the lower position.
back-rest.

The former head-rest now becomes a

A console containing the workL.4 levers can be raised and

rotated ninety degrees to position the controls in front of the elevated
operator.

The directional tiller mentioned before has been placed to

allow its operation from both the normal and the elevated driving posi.-

tions.
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The vehicle we have designed can be utilized not only for the development of the Bare Base; it will also become an effective part of the fighter
We also feel that the same basic conceot of

aircraft ground equipment.

the vehicle could be applied to a larger vehicle which could fulfill the
In combin-

functions now performed by a variety of heavy-duty vehicles.

ation, the new vehicles would reduce the number of vehicles required.
Since the vehicles are light-weight in themselves, the overall weight of
the vehicle portion of the Bare Base package would be greatly reduced.

SURVEY OF SPECIAL EqUIPIMIT
POWER PLANTS
This team recommends that the Air Force adopt for use as Power Plants
the Kosoff engine described in the VEHICLIAR CONCEPT section of this report.

This engine is said to be eighty per cent efficient and provide.3

twenty (20) horse power.

These engines can be grouped together into a

very small unit, compared to conventional engines, to provide the horse
power needed for any power function.

Yr. Kosoff has designed a fluid

power convertir that would give efficient power conversion to all wheels
of a vehicle.

He has Also desigved a means for incorporating into his

engine a generator whic& puts cut five kilowatts per hour.
very little to the weight of the engine.

This adds

The engines can be grouped to-

gether to provide the required kilowatts at a very low weight.

For

example twelve of thre Kosoff engines would gtnerate sixty (60) KOR with
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an estimated weight of four hundred (400) pounds for the Ungin.rs themselves, and an additional one hundred (100) pounds for nacessary packaging and controls for a total weight of five hundred (500) pounds.
This is a very great savings in weight over the existing conventional
generators.

This engine can be used individually to provide very small

and light-weight packages for sources of power.
TENT HEATING AND LIGHTING
Hr. Kosoff's engine can be packaged with each !.ntto provide beating and electrical lighting.

Wiring can be incorporated in the tent

material to power wall recepticles for individual lights, fans, and radios.
RUNIAY LIGHTING
Runway lighting can be a ,eries of packages on each side of the runEach of these packages would have its own 7power source and light

way.

source.

Mr. Kosoff's engine, which provides this power, can be started

by radio signal wbich eliminates all need 'or stringing wire over the
base.

SHUYERS
The rigid support members in the shelter ceiling which laterall.,

support the structure can be replaced by tubing used as piping to supply
water to the shower heads.
Heating the water and the pve!.sure necessary to suizly the showers
can Ibe achieved oy using the Kosoff engine described elswhere in this
paper.
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Individual shower heads, which airiate the water supply, a-e sus.
pended from the water supply t~ubing so that the showers can be used by
=may people or by only one person at a time.
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Fig. 1:
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Site for Bare Base.

Fig, 2:

Pully developed site.

Fig. 3:
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Aerial view of shelter.
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Fig. 9:
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!Erect~on senuence:

6.

Placement of final element.
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Basic section and detail showing adaptation for shower.
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Floor plan (lypical ten-can unit.
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Tnterior of housing unit.
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rig. 13:
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Floor plan (typical messing complex).

Fi.14:

Aerial view of hangar.
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Fig. 15:

Erectior, sequence:

1, Pylons Anid tension lines installed.
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Pig.

16:

Erection sequence:

2. Shelter enclosure in place.
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Fig. 17:
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Erection sequence:

3. Shelter hoisted toward final position.

Fig. 18:

Floor plan housing two P4C Fighter aircraft.
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Figo

42

9:

All-PUrP03e Vehlcle.

Pig. 20:

Canopy attached to vehirle cab.
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Fig. 21:
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Vehicle showing wheel rotation ( inboard to outboard).

VAP&

Fig. 22:

Vehicle showing %-,heel rotation (outboaM).
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Figs. 23:
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Vehicle showing wheel rotation (inboard).

Pig, 24:

Technical drawing of Kosloff engine.
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Pig, 25:

48

Vehicle showing six-engine powr pack.

Plig. 26

Hydraulic cylinders retracted.
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Fig. 27:
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111draulic cylinders extended.

S~f4W

Pig, 28:

Vehicle showing view of U-shaped open frame.

Pig. 29:

Vehicle in raised position.
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Fig. 32:

Bare Base fully operational.
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PHIWOSOPHY
Our philosophy regarding the Bare Base Development followed along
the lines of the problem as it was assigned.

In our desigsm

we hoped

not only to cut the weight and therefore the number of trips by C-i30's
but also to increase the efficiency in setting up this base and operating it.
We naturllv approached this mainly through the designs of our
structures and vehicles.

As the following recort shows, we did this

to the be, t of our ability, although at times we had to sacrifice one
thing to accorplish another.
In this ranner we tried to develop a battery of equipment to be
transported irto a Dare Base and to be erected there with as nuch ease
and efficiency as pocsible.

4e planned throagh our scheme of vehicles,

shelters and other special equipment to have an overating ]ase set up
in four priorities.
In the followinC jages we will try to show how we have used this
philosophy in our Bare 3ase Development.

AIWFABILITM
The base which we uere -,iven for our &are3ase Develonmnt is on
one of thn Bermuda islam-is.

elcv-if.
.h

',,jnf

The island is fairly level, the highest

not more thin two hurirol feet.

The rajor [art "s

miles long az:J trec-fourths of a mile wide with ",:vernl penin-

sI•as jutting out at each end.

Therefore, our site would be very

similar to marny othr site,. (Figs.

1,23).

Our plan for the establishment of a 3are Base would be easily

£hroughout

adaptable to most other sites that the Air Force uses for these bases.
our discussions we geared our thinking to the Bare Base it-

self and not to the fact that our particular site was fairly level or
had mostly mild weather or any other particular idea.

We kept in mind

that this just happened to be our site and that what we were designing
should be applicable to any given base or set of conditions.

The only

thing that might be changed in another situation would be the layout of
the base areas, depending upon the airstrip layout end the terrain.
Zeeping ir mind that the Air Force did not want a number of concepts, each usable at certain bases and not at others, we chose a scheme
by which the Air Force could take the same component parts anywhere in
the temperate zone.
Our inflatible structures are insulated and ventilateO to provide
comfortable living or working quarters in any climatic situation, barring
the severe cold of the Artic or extreme heat at the Equator.

The ex-

panded Royalite floors can be uol in any ground and will certairly add
to the living ease.
The vehi:les that we have designed are also of a nature that can
be used anywhere they might be sent.

Regardle,-s of the weather or

terrain, these vehicles will be able to perform the &are tasks they
would on our Bermuda Island.
Thus we have a Bare Base Concept that cin be adapted to any Bare
Base, and any base should b.e able to be set up with the same ease with
which we developed ours.

SELTR

CONCEPT

Our major idea for our shelter structures is an inflatable structure
with an expanded Royalite floor.

These are packaged in sections and

fastened together to acquire the desired size.

Basically all our build-

ings on the Bare Base would be of very similar nature,
TENTS
The billeting structures are sixteen by thirty-two foot inflatables
each of which houses twelve men (Fig. 4).

This tent is made u, of four

indi-idual sections which are combined to make the one large one.

The

individual package is eight inches by four and one,-half feet by ei:~ht
feet and contains one-fourth of the twelve-mn tent plus one-half of
its end panel.

The package itself is the Royalite floor with the in-

flatable part of the structure already attached to it.
In shipping, four of these nackages are strapped togethor tro make
a larger package two feet .7four and one-half feet by eight feet (Fig.
5).

'hen the structure is bein,- erected, these same straps fit on the

same snays to hold the floor sections together.

The inflatilble parts

are zipped together, and the end panels are then zipped In.
A three-man team woul! I r'-t

lkty be used to erect this Atructure,

and four of these teams could -erect billeting for eleven hurvred own in
five hoirs.

The first +4-o men of a team would carry the package t-1 the

area and unfold it
it as te

(Fig. 6).

The third man would them begir to inflate

other two are infolding the second section and s•

to the first (Fir. 7).

1he tlhrld ran Usips te

in•

it

togtther and 5,&n• to

inflate the second section.

This process is repeated until the entire

structure is erected (Figs. 8,9).
The units have plastic sections in the end panels which allow for
~ad also for the neater hook-up.

•.iui

We figure that the weight

of this type of structure is sixty-six pounds per man, but in many ways
it is a great improvement over the existing tent.

By using a special

square inflated groin vault center 5ection, tent complexes with 2,3,
and 4 wings can be erected (Fips. 10,91,12,13),

MWSING & hOSPITAL
The messing structure and hospital (Figs. 14,15) are the same tqrpe
of unit as our billeting structures.

The main difference is that the

erected units are twenty-four feet by forty feet because of the need
for extra space in both,
In conjunction

b71..Th

these structures is a square inflatable, twenty-

four feet to a side, which allows for a crossing pattern to be set up
without the necessity of going out-of-doors to get to another part of
the structure.

Either of these can be erected completely in two hours

time.

WAI'GAR
Our hangar structure is also made of inflatable material but, due
to its larger size, it is constricted in a somewhat different manner.
It consists of a double layer of tubes with double zippers so that its
three vaults can be supported properly.
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The three vaults are twenty-five feet across and are twenty-eight
feet above ground level at the highest point.

The sides have sixteen

foot vaulted openings to which can be attached smaller tents for utility
or for light or ventilation (Figs. 16,17,18).

The end panels are not

inflated but are flat and roll up and down in a manner similar to a window shade.
These hangars would have to be anchored to the runway and would
have no floor of their own.

Not including the time it would take to

anchor, the hangar could be inflated in an nour.
VEHICULAR CONCEPT
We came to t he conclusion, I.n looking over the vehicles that are
-ow in use on the Bare Base development plan, that the standard trucks
now in use have too much dead weight.

These trucks were designed for

road use and are t(c-o general for this specific project.

Also, the cabs

have much unused space.
In designing our vehicle we assumed that it
for a Bare Base.

should be specifically

We chose to cut down on the unusable weight and have

a cab to carry only the driver.

Since the engine and drive trajan are

the heaviest part and are in use only when the vehicle is moving, we
decided to detach the unit when it

is stationary and other parts are

being used such as the tank, generator, etc.
The two cabs we plan to use attach to a basic trailcr with a pesilock to allow the track to be driven as one unit for ease of handling
and maneuverability (Figs. 19,20,21).
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Both the cab and trai~er use lightweight materials in ther construction to lighten their shipping weight.

The trailer has an expanded

Royalite base floor over molded ribs to give it

additional strength.

The frame is made of lightweight aluminum alloy.

Tha tires under the

trailer are of the "air-sack" type and required very low pressure (7 psi).
These provide an easy ride without regular suspension (-ig. 22).
The larger of the two trailer sizes is eight feet by twenty feet
and weighs somewhat less than one thousand pounds.

The smaller one is

the same width with a thirteen foot length and weighs in the neighborhood of five hundred pounds.

The larger cab is eight feet by nine feet

and weighs about three tons while the smaller is six feet by seven feet
and weighs one-half that amount.

Both cabs -tand six feet high.

Our overall Bare 3ase scheme calls for the shipping in or six of
the larger cab3 and ei.hteen of t:ie smailer ones.

With these would

arrive nine of the long trailers and sixteen shorter ones.

Of course

the cabs can be used interchangeably with the two size trailers.
The cabs net only combine with the various size trail rs but have
a number of other independent tasks.

One of the main one of these in

the opening days of the Bare .7ae irection is that of a Fork Lift (Figs.
2-?4).

The cao was cesigned with this in rind for the engine,

tank

and mechani.cal equipment are in the rear to counterbalance the fork lift
load.
In the initial sapporý we would ship in three or four of these along
with trailers, and these cabs would th.en be able to drive loaded t-ai-lers
to their destinattions and unload ther there.
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They could then come back

to pick up other trailers whose fork lifts had just loaded them from the
plane.

This would set up somewhat of a chain reaction for unloading the

planes and setting up the base.
A power take off at both front and rear operates many of the other
attachments for the cab.

A crane attachment on the front utilizes this

as well as the same weight counter-balance that the fork lift uses.
parts that can be worked in this manner include:

Other

grader blade (Fig. 25),

runway sweeper (Fig. 26), ditch digger, crane (Fig. 27) and jerry-type
weed cutter.
The cab has rear wheel drive and rear wheel steering.
is locked on, the front wheels raise.
the steering is in the rear unit.
reversed steering.

As the trailer

When the cab is operating separately,

Automatic controls change it over to

Steering is hydraulic.

A master control changes the

steering and locks the cab to its trailer.
Each trailer also contains jacks which lower when the cab is detaching.

They hydraulir Mly raise when cab is being attached.

If the

trailer is loaded, the jacks raise and level so that it can sit level
when not in use.
Our reasoning behind the two sizes of cabs was that no one vehicle
can do all the jobs on the base, but that the two sizes with their variety
of combinations could accomplish this.
and same Lift on front.

Both have the same basic properties

In the smaller cab the engine is along side the

driver rather than in the rear.
The trailer's basic units can be fitted with special parts to change
them to spec;•fic uses.

We designed a refrigeration unit (Fig.

fit on the trailer to transport food to our messing area.

23) to

The runway
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sweeper has its vacuum and dirt tank attached to this same basic trailor.
We also can attach seats to make the trailer into a personnel carrier
(Fig. 29) anc

this can be covered with a canvas top.

By folding up the

seats, this personnel carrier becomes a covered transport for inclement
weather.
Three of the large cabs become the cab part of the fire truck (Fig.
30) because we feel these must be on constant call.

Our fire truck in-

cludes stationary foam guns and a flood light and is basically like the
presently used models.
This is how we solved our vehicle problem.

It also tells how we

approached it because our final concept is not too far removed from our
initial sketches.

OTHER CONCEPTS
RUIFIAY LIGHTING
Our concept of Runway Lighting is to have radio operated lights
which will eliminate the necessary generator and the wires along the
side of the airstrip.

This latter factor also makes the setup of the

runway lighting an easier job.
The individual light is a gas cylinder in a tubular housing which
is glass at the top and lightweight metal alloy around the cylinder itself.

The unit contains a pilot light and a radio control box.

When

the radio control receives its signal, the valve is opened to emit the
gas which is then lighted by the pilot light (Fig. 31).
The top of the container has directional mirrors which receive the
light from the parabolic mirror acound the light
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tself.

These directional

mirrors cause the light to be at its strongest when looking directly
down the runway but able to be seen from any direction.
The entire Rv-nway Light unit would stand twenty inches high with
tripod legs that would anchor it

into the ground.

Its weight would be

twenty pounds and its fuel would last approximately thirty hours.

This

is based on the theory that the lights are on for only about one hour
per night.

Thus, a unit would be a thirty day lighting supply.

At

one hundred fifty to two bundred foot spacing, the runway should be
sufficiently illuminated.
FUEL
Our plan for storing and transporting fuel is a semi-rigid plastic
tank in a frame on wheels (Fig. 32).
gallon capacity.

The tank has a thirty-six hundred

This enables it to fuel three F4C's.

The fuel storage spot on our site is located away from the base
with a natural protection of hilly terrain but has roads built right to
it to give it

easy access to the airfield.

These tanks would be stored

here until needed and then, with the same posi-lock our other vehicles
,iave, would be driven by one of the cabs.
The tank would be filled at a distant point and shipped into the
Bare Base.

As the fuel is used, the semi-rigid plastic tank begins to

deflate down into the frame strdcture which is braced with steel ribs
to hold the tank.
When the entire tank is emptied, it lies on this steel base.

The

side pieces, which are made of telescoping tubular metal, are then collapsed so as to make a compact unit to ship back to the starting base
65

to raceive more fuel.
HWATER
The heating unit we have designed was done so to work specifically
with a tent pattern that we arc using in our base setup.

We chose to

set our billeting structures in a cross pattern of four, leaving the
center of the cross open to contain this heating unit.

The one -unit

then would produce the heat for four twelve-man tents (Fig. 33).
The heating unit is appn "ximately three feet square and also contains the electrical supply for the tents it

services.

It operated on

a jet fuel in the fire box and employs a centrifugal fan.

Baffles are

used to slow down the air for a greater transfer of heat.
The square unit contains four nozzeled hoses, one coming from each
corner.

These are recessed with a cap until ready to be used and then

are pulled out and attached to a prepared opening in the end panel of
the tent.
These are the miain innoxations we worked on along with our shelter
and vehicular concepts which we have already discussed.

CONCLUSIOh
In the preceeding pages we have tried to show how our philosophy
affected our thoughts in the planning of a Bare Base Development and
what the results of these thoughts were.

We feel thAt our scheme will

enable the base to be erected at a much faster rate arid with a good deal
more ease.

Also, once the base has achieved operating capacity, we be-

lieve that with the equipment we have designed, the operation will be a
66 smoother and more efficient one.

Fig. 1:

Air approach to Bare Base 31te,
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AerJa

view 4 site jzior

to devopwent.

Fig. 3:

Aerial view of site fully developed,
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Pig, 4- Ortzall viewe of twlve-.am billeting tent,
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Pr-!ýticwu sequence:

1.

Two men unfold first segment.

.ig.7:

Erection sequence: 2. Senond segment is joined to first; first segment is partially inflated.
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Fig.
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8:

Erection sequence:

3.

Continuation of erection technique.

Pig, 9:

Erection sequence:

4.

Strticture ct--pletely inflated but without end

pane is.
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Fig. 10:
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Expansion of basic components:

1. Basic unit with center section.

Fig, 11:

Expansion of basic comporsents:

2. L-shaped plan,
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F'ig. 12:
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Expansion of basic components.- 3. TC-shaped plan,.

Fig. 13:

Expansion of basic comuponents.- 4, X..shaped plan.
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Ploor plan of messing structure,

--1-------pig. 15:

Fl~oor Plan of bosp,1ti1.
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Pig, 16:
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Ploor plan of hangar.
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Pit* 17:

Side and end elevation of hangar.
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pig. 18:
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Overall view of hangar with attached wings.

Fig, 19:

Major vehicle components (two cab units and a trailer),
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Pit,
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2o:

View of posi-lock system.

Fig. 21:

Trailer attached to cab.
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Trailer details,

Fig. 23:

Preparation for loading trailer with fork
lift.
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Grader blade attached to cab unit.
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DRIVEN4 FROM CAB3
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Pig. 26:
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Runway sweeper.
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Fig. 27:

Crane attached to cab unit,
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Refrigeration unit,

FRAg. 29:

Personnel carrier.
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Fire truck.
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Fig. 32*

Fuel trailer.
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Space heater for a shelter complex,
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SITE ANALYSIS
In analysing

Our site is an elaborate airfield on the Atlantic Coast.

the airfield (Fig. 1) we find that it would be best to use one major runway, one alternate and one for take off of TAC alert aircraft only.

We

would set aside 3 aircraft from each of the two squadrons to be designated
and placed on an alert status at the northern end of the field.
The terrain of our site is very advantageous to the security of our
base.

Along the western coast there is a cliff rising 200 feet above

the water.

From the cliff running easterly there is a 2% slope.

In Ic-

cating the fuel storage areas, we use natural drainage to our advantage.
In the event of fuel leakage it will not drain across the base.

We

designate two areas for fuel storage, thereby reducing the vulnerability
of attack.

In the same manner we designate two munitions dumps.

Special features of the site are a large, unbroken apron space and
a small mound located centr-ally within the airfield complex.
lends itself quite readily for an air control center.

The latter

The former will

be used for a terminal area, TAC ready area, motor pool, run-up, hangars
and maintenance of aircraft and vehicles.

This allows all of the units

to be located within close proximity of each other.
There is a main road running North and South to the east of the field

with branches leading Lo the apron space, a taxi way and the southern fuel
storage and munitions Prea.

Access to the northern fuel storage a;-ea will

reluire a minimum amount of pavy .nm. The northern munitionr dunp anid li'juid
oxygen production and storage will be along the main road.

Air police

will set up check points at all intarsictions with main offices located
at the junction of the branch th-it approaches the terminal area.

Fire
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and Rescue units would be located between the main runway and the alert
runway with easy access to both.

Initial utilities for the entire base

would be located just east of the terminal area.

Billeting, messing,

administration, the hospital and all special housing will be sited east
of the main road away from the main operating areas.
utilities will be located in this area.
paving

ill

Larger support

A small amount of grading and

be necessary in preparing this camp area (Fig. 2).

PRIORITIES
In setting up priorities we vary Žrom the Gray Eagle system by a
different break down and someVtmes by a dMfferent sequence.

This system,

like the present one, will work except when special circumstances prevail.

FIRST PRIORITY
A.

Air Police to set up security imnediately for the base.

B.

Establish Terminal Area, Fire and Rescue, and Air Control to

take care of the arrival of initial flights.
SECOND PRIORITY
A.

Initial utilities for operation of the airfield only.

B.

Motor Pool and Ground Equipment.

C.

Support utilities to be established for the arrival of additional

personnel.

D. Billeting and Messing.
THIRD PRIORITY
A. Maintenance And Run-up Area.
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B.

Initial fuel storage, munitions and liquid oxygen.

C.

O•erations.

D.

Increased Billeting and Messing.

From the loading of the C-130's at the rear main operating base to

the end of our Third Priority presently takes 72 to 96 hours.

With the

ise of the equipment we have designed we believe this time will be cut
down considerably.

FOURTH PRIORITY
A. Arrival of Tactical Air Craft.
FIFTH PRIORITY

A.

Administration Building.

B.

Hospital.

C.

Special Housing.

SIXTH PRIORITY
A.

Haagars

B.

Erection of remainCer of base a-id cairp.

SEVgITH PRIURITY
A.

Lnprovements baned on projected length of tenancy.

INTP:,i,1'iAT1ON

We interpret this problem to consist of reducing the effort (f raking
a

)are ba,

';e,
or.t

hal.

This we have accomplished by pursuing the orobles los

in two areas.
The first area of attention is Pmed at reducing the numnber of required support flights; the second area of attention elirinates much of
the labor on the base.

Some of our designs are successful'in one of the

two areas, others in both.
The number of C-130 support flights can be reduced by making the
required equipment lighter and/or making more than one use of th;s,. equipment.
SOLUTION
Based on this, our interpretation, we have solved the problem with
the following suggested designs:
A.

PALLX-DOLU SYSTEM
To accomplish the unloading of the C-130's faster and with less effort

than the pýresent method, we have designed a pallet-dolly system (Fig. 3).
All equipmeut is loaded on wheeled pallets of 8'_0" x P'-O", and in the
case of longer items on wheel_%

-alletr of multiples of this module.

Rather

than having a forklift unit carry equipment rrom the plane, our dollies
are pulled out of the aircraft either one by one by a smill vehicle or
en masse, depending on the weiGht of the contents.

A C-130 will hold five

dollies.
B.

FU,-,., -COUITAiVIDS

Instead of shipping the fuel in 500 gallon rubber tanks, which have
to be lirgely nanhandled, we transport our fuel in B'-O" high rack ishich
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contains 2250 gallons and is carried on one of the 81-0" x 80-0" dollies.
The rack holds a 400-foot spool of i'-0" diameter hose containing the
JP-4 (Fig. 4).

As the cargo lands, these dollies can be pulled from

the plane and then unloaded whenever it is desireable to release the C130 quickly (Fig. 5).

C. PMRS0NNEL SHELTE~R
We have modified the presently used military personnel tent so it
can be erected in a fraction of the tIhme now required.

The 26'1-"

x 26'-

0" tent, housing twelve men, is supported by four pneumatic mabi arches
Fig. 6).

These arches are in turn braced from each other by two flatter

pneumatic arches.

Each of the minor arches has a tensile cord keeping

its base from spreading.

To er3ct it,

the tent is laid out flat on the

ground and a one-cubic-foot compressed air bottle (4000 psi) is used to
inflate the entire system of arches simultaneously.

The arches will be

1'-8" in diameter and will be inflated to approximately 5 psi. to effect
the required strength.

The fabric skin is attached to the ribs and is

self erecting whei the structure is inflated (Fig. 6).
With the addition of a semi-elliptical shaped piece of cloth, these
individual tents can be connected to form any desired size and system of
s uaces.
D.

PS'RSO':,rNS

SIL-LTR,,FA.3RIC

Aside from the above mentioned advantages,

the shelter will weigh

only 50.609 of the present tent even though it incorporates a floor.

This
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wc achieve by specifying an elastic weave of a very light artificial
fiber.

The required strength is

obtained by sewing strong tension mem-

bers in at three feet intervals (Fig.

7).

The average weight of the light

areas, the reinforcing strips, and the pneumatic arches sould be approximately one pound per square yard.
when the compressed air bottle is

The entire shelter weighs 277 lbs. and
included, 300 lbs.

E. HAI-,ARS. ETC.

The several C-130 loads of material which are required under the
present system to erect two hangars, one or more motor vehicle buildings,
a messhall, a hospital and any other large buildings, are almost entirely
eliminated.
The one-foot diameter hose from the fuel containers are purged with
nitrogen and then are used as structural members.
on one reel is

The 400 feet of hose

made up of five 80'-0" sections connected by 21-" unions.

Each of the sections becomes a pneum-tic arch with a 50'-0" span.

As

these aruhes stand side by sLie, one fuel rack accounts 'cr five feet of
the total 50'-0" hangar space,
feet of hangar.
C-130 loads.

one C-130 load--or five racks nake 25 lineal

A 100'-0" x 50'-0" hangar would require the hose of four

Only a portion of the fuel containcrs are' used in t'is

way.

the majority remainin- in cirzulation.
To make ,,ood use of the space and to provide f'..r stfaller areas for
raintenance,
aw. parts,

-hcps

the hangar arches reot on the weldod-pipc fuel rac' s rather

th:-n on Lh.a

-,round.

system (Fig.

8).
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4W

engineering offices, storage ar.as and s.e~ iil'.d

A waterproof meon)ane i3 pulli cver

As t•.i~s s!ytom does n-t oue u-)

I-ji

eenti.e arch
rickr -it the

same rate, different combinations are illustrated for the messhall complex (Fig. 9).
F,

STY1IIE-CORE CONTAINERS
Most of the equipment is shiL, ed in 4'-0" x 4'.0" x 8'-0" hard-sur-

face containers.

They are made up of styrene core panels and alurinum

extrusions (Fig. 10).

The extrusions hold the panels tojether as is

snown in the detail (Fig..11).
To mike full use of all rraterials shipped in,

these panels and c.x-

trusions are designed to 'it on the fuel racks (Figs. 12,13,14).

The

extrusions are snapped or screwed to the welded pipe and the styrene core
panels are inserted becoming walls and doors of the large buildings' rigid
perimeter structures.
G.

MULTI-PURPO5E VEHICLZ
In an effort to reduce the inventory -,f vehicles, we have designed

a light muini-purpose vehicle (Fig. 15) -hi2ch is capable of performing
several of the less critical tasks.
light hauling (Fig. 16),

It can beý used for carrying personnel,

forklifting (Fig. 17), heavy czrriyi',; (Fig. 18),

grading, arid runway sweeping (Fig. 19).

A small turbine power plant lo:ated under the bed, drives the wheels
and all other systems via hydraulic transfer of energy.

The wheels are

attachd to the bottomr, of four large hydraulic actuators which are capable of

-u:
ortinr the cha-s3s at vrlabiae hp.!AXts frum two to six feet

off th, grcound (FiC.

20).

This system perits the carryinZ .f

heavy ..oaui, a- no 'arJidlinN of the
gravity is "ept ver; low.

r'"latively

ios rejured arnd t.o coýnter of
0

H.

RUTUAY LIGHTING SYSTEM
The present runway lighting system's weight and vulnerability to

salnotage has bL3n reduced as our system eliminates all wire-stringing
Oig.

21).
Two light sources (Fig. 22) on each end of the runway shoot parallel

b'yms of light along the runway (Fig. 23).

Semi-spherical reflectors,

p2a!ed at the desired intervals catch portions of the parallel lgtt
and -ef3-ct them in a dispersing pattern.
mad-,

The reflectors (Fig. 24) are

f a glass alloy which permits a percentage of the light to pene-

trate it and not be dispersed until it
I.

beams

3c ,IS

reaches the far side.

SrOC4

The cook's stove 'Fig,

25) takes advantage of the facts that heat

nar bo roflected effectively and that JP-4,

3 high temperature fuel, is

availab!le on the base.
.ividual ;burners provide direct heat for the hot plates and the
griddle.

A large vertical parabolic reflector directs thi heat to the

oven at the far end of the stove.
reflector over.

Thris oven is based on the camper's

The heat is thrown evenly, from the top and the bottom,

onto the baking shelf by the twc flat reflectors (Fig. 26).
J. FUEL

Shipping, storing and handling of fuel is simplified by reducing
the types of fuel in the inventrri.
As JP-4 is an efficient fuel and has to be supplied in huge quantitie3
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(approximately 2,000,000 gallons per mnnth) we recommend that all equipment be modified to burn it.

This requires the use of turbine and/or

diesel engines.
CONCLUSION
With our designs we are improving the current operations on these
points:
A. Quicker and easier unloading of the C-130 transports.
B.

Quicker, safer and easier handling of large quantities of fuel.

C.

Quicker and easier erection of persornel shelters.

D.

Lighter personnel shelters.

E.

Reduction of material shipped by using some of the fuel containers fcr building materials.

F.

Raduction of material shipped by using hard surface containers
for structures' paneling.

G.

Reduction of vehicle inventory.

H. Lighter and less vulnerable runway lijhting system.
I.

Lighter and more efficient cook's stove.

J.

Simplification of operations by use of only one fuel on the
base.
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Fig, 2:

Aerial view of site fully devcloped.

Fig, 3:

View frca interior of C-130 showing the unloading of aircraft using the
pallet-dolly system,
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FUE.L CARRIER

Fig. 4:

Puel carrier.

113

pig. 5:Puel carrier unloaded from C. 130.
M
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Pigo 6:

At~riuI view Of erected shelter.

113

Fig. 7:

116

Erected shelter showing reinforcing strips.

IW4P
:V

Pig. 8:

i`7

H~angar showing inflated arches and flafting service cubicles.
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Ar

Fig, 9:

123

Large Inflated arches adopted to mess halls and hospitals.

Fig- 10:

StYrene..cogre containers as shir-ping package.

119

TK

2

PANE

lyot

Fig, lit

130

Assembly details of styftne-cor contaioet&.

Fig, 12:

Puel rack,

AtA

Fig, I3:

%uel tact with extrusions attached*

Fie, 14:

Fuel rack with PAIWla inserted (wh~en fully aggmbl~d, bec~e service
cubiciso and auxiliary structures).
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Fig, 16:

Multipumrpose vehicle used for light hsu-timg.
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Ii

Fig. 17:
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Multi-purpose vehicle used as fork lift.

VSA F

Fig. 18:

Multi-purpose vehicle used for heavy hauliLg,
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Fig. 19:

128

Multi-purpose vehicle used as runway sweeper,

MULTIPU R POSE
VE H IC LE

Pig. 20:

Multi-purpose vehicle Cha~is showing hydraulic actuators,
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RUNNWAY

I~

Fig, 21:

130

Runway lighting system.
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Pig. 23:

*
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Plan ind elevation of runway lighting system.
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Pig. 24:
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Light reflectot.
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COOK'S
STOVE

Pig. 25;
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L.-

Cook's stove.

II

4 j

4
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Fig. 26:

Cook's stove details.
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rSIQN PhILOSOPHY
The main objective of our philosophy was to increase the effectiveness of i'actical Air Command.

The approach was to decrease the total

elapsed time necessary to make the Bare Base operational and make more
equipment available sooner.
The two main points of our philosophy wore the reduction of total
tonnage and acquiring maximuLri use of facilities.

The first is accomplished

by the use of lightweiit structural matorials for equipment.

Aluminum

honeycomb sandwich oanels are used in the construction of the shelter
system.

Another possibility for a lightweight core material to replace

the expanded honeycomb is balsa wcod.

Lighter weight materials are used

in the non-structural parts of the multi-purpose vehicle.

The weight

characteristics of aluminum are utilized .ierever possible On all general
equipment.
Minimum construction of all utilities and vehicles is another
method used to reduce total tonnage.

The idea is to minimize the use

of construction materials by capitalizing on clean, functional design.
A third approach to the wei:,ht ;roblem was tc decrease the number
of vehicles, utilities, and aonumnying anparitus.

This was facilitated

oy making as i'any units As; possiblO coWIplOtely in.'ependent.

Th

roesult

would 'e the eloIIin,;tion of tle welpt rz,2,'uire4 by the adnitional pwar

units.

A sezoa:' ann-wer is to dOsin e'.ui:•wnt with nultl-purpose capa-

bili~i~is.

The socur

n

()' ;•f

,

Q

thit of acluiring nL-.•.mum use

of facilitieS, ia ;Also A,:.Jeved thrU' h elul-rwnit dessind With mtltipu~r;v.,ýc aiAiS

T*vr Important. as--octs cif Uits aproach are
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dardization and diversificatiln.
range of flexibility to equipment.
bliity of individual units.

Standardization of parts gives a great
Diversification offers greater ?vaila-

Also, if more equipment can be Made to oper-

ate independently, then less accompanying paraphernalia must be c:n ended
with.
A second method of maxi,-"izing utility of equipment is by replacing
Sconventional
systems through the intelligent uze of modern technology.

An example would be the replacement of electrical generators and other
power items with a new solar energy system.

The outstanding advantages

include a great increase in the efficiency of equipment, a total reduction of weight, low maintenance requirements, and increased speed and
ease in setting up equipment.
cle.

Technology is also put to use in the vehi-

More efficient control and transmission systems have been ircluded

in order to increase effectiveness and maneuverability.
SITE ADAPTABILITY
All equipment was designed with the capability of being adapted to
any region included in the temperate z ;:e.

The vehicle is adequately

constructed and maneuverable enough tQ handle all climate and terrain
requirements.

The shelter system is al:_ p~oausible for the necessary

range of temperature and terrain in that it offers adequate protection
and insulation.

We feel that, with the proper developmental course, the

third phase of the oleration, the solar energy system, could also be
adapted to the full range of climate requirements.

The unit converts

light energy into electrical energy and was designed on the assumption
that total darkness was necessary before no light energy was available.
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In regard to our particular site the vehicle is extremely maneuverable
and very well suited to the tj'pe of terrain itwolved.

The shelter sys-

tem equally was well suited to the flat terrain and medium temperature
range of our location.

We feel that with the government interest that

we are trying to stimulate, the solar energy system could also be made
efficient enough to be adequate in this type of climate (Figs. 1,2,3).
SHMLTER SYS-TE7M
CONCEPT
Our concept maces use of a pallet in two ways.

First, it

carrying platform fcr nmaterials brought to the Bare Base site.
it

is a
Secondly,

is used as a shelter system for the Bare Base site.

16 -0v

.

I"

241

4s
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THEORY
The pallet is made of honeycomb sandwich panels.
material is aluminum with aluminum side panels.

The honeycomb

The honeycomb is most

struct,.ral when all forces are acting normal to the face of the panel.
When the forces are acting parallel to the face of the panel, the side
panels take the force.

These side panels are strengthened against buck-

ling py their connection to the honeycomb.

1 in.

Iin*

End panels for the housing units are brought in as a separate package unit.

Toe meotion
Clip-on connectors
HonMeCO
Panel flanges
Honeycomb panel

6 iU
m,,.l, 1/4in.
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FLEXIBILTY - HGUSING UNIT
A housing :nit designed for sixteen men is made up of two pallets
and one end panel package.

The erection of one housing unit is accom-

plished by first placing pallet on the ground as sho.wn (Fig. 5).

Tie rods mntd in
floor of sbelter

1,
Ift..=

1/8

:

8

The floor of the unit is brought together by tie rods mounted in
the honeycomb (Fig. 6).

At this poinrt, one pa2 let would be unfolded

into position (Fig. 7) and an end panel placed into it
would make the unit rigid.
(Fig. 9).

(Fig. 8). This

A tee section would be *nounted as shown

The same clips would be used for this purpose as were used in

packaging the end panels.
Tee section

Tie rods

1/4. in = I ft.

ThL. second pallet is then raised itu

position and connected to
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Tee sections are then placed into side joints (Fig. 10)

the tee section.

and the second end panel is put into positicn.

The unit is now complete

Time allowed for one unit using three trained men for erec-

(Fig, 11).

tion is 15 minutes.

The time allowed for erection of all housing units

required is approximately four hours.

SSiNG, HOSPITAL. AE4INSTRATIVE STRUCTURZS

FLEXIBILITY-

The shelter requirements of these areas are accciqplished by expanding the hoasing unit in any direction desired (Fi'.s. 12,13,14).
unit is expanded end to end,

If

the

openings would be built into the pallet.

Connection of the joining panels would be at these openings.

Housing

units connected side to side would be supported by alternating the fold
direction of pallets and making a rigid connection at top and bottom.

FLEX13.ILITY

-HA1C4P

The hangar is constructed of the same pallets used for The smaller
shelters.

Their construction differs in that one joint is

the panels are extended to their full length (8'

x 48').

unhinged and
Two pallets

arq butted end to end, making up one bay (see sketch) (Fig. 15).

As in

the smaller shelter, the panels are held together by tee sections acting
as ribs.(FiR. 16).

A similar method of attaching panels to tees is used.

Structural ribs of honeycomb also stiffen the structure at interior points
142

and on the ends (Fig 17).
Erection is carried out by approximately ten men with the ali of
a crane.
in

42 to

An experienced crew should be able to erect the structure
3 hours.

It will house two F4C fighter jets, nosed in or one

F4C completely sheltered.

-0-

-A

6
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TRANSPORTATION CONCEPT
Our approach to the multi-purpose vehicle was a modular system consisting of a power unit and a trailer unit (Fig. 18).

The basic vehicle

was designed to cover the full range of vehicular duties required to set
up a Bare Base.

The main principles involved in the vehicle design were

standardization and diversification.

Emphases were also placed on light-

weight compactness, maneuverability, and utility.
The power unit is basically a standard truck engine mounted on a
comoact steel frame (Fig. 19).

The unit is based on a tricycl

arrange-

ment, the larger wheels being used for power transfer and the smaller
set, rigged to the steering mechanism.

The unit is capable of working

several take-off power units required for the operation of attachments
such as the forklift (Fig. 20), runway sweeper (Fig. 21), winch (Fig. 22),
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and farm implements (Fig. 23).

Extreme maneuverability is facilitated

by enabling the vehicle to be driven in either direction at comparable
speeds.

Also, tiller steering has been included to allow driver to sit

or stand and face either direction.
The power unit is capable of a great range of diversification.
initial support requirements call for a heavy duty hauling version.

The
This

unit consists of a standard frame and a high out-put V-6 truck engine
(Fig. 24).

The gear ratios and tires are designed to compensate for the

difference between the weight of the vehicle and the weight of the load.
This version can be used as a plane two and powers the winch and fcrklift

attachments.
A lighter weight utility version is available for later priorities.

This one used a lower out-put engine and standard gear r'atios, tires, etc.
It is equipped with twc seats, both of which are collapsible or removable
(Fig. 25,26).

The vehicle has ý.seating capacity of four passengers (Fig.

27) and hauling capacity equal to a 3/4 ton pick up truck (Fig. 28).

The

unit is capable of pulling trailer units and is equipped to work small
take-off attachments.
Frame modifications are available for specialized vehicles which
must be on constant alert.

The standard frame is extended and fitted

with a conventional truck driie train (Fig. 29,30).
The trailers are designed as lightweight modular units.

Each is

basically a flat cargo bed mounted on a two-wheel suspension unit (Fig.
31).

Each unit is equipped with tongue steering and a modular coupling

system.

The unit has a good range of diversilf-ation.

cation is as a hauling unit used to unload the C4130's.
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Its first appliir this duty

two units are joined rigidly to form a single four wheeled trailer (tig. 3

The dimensions of this double cargo bed match those of the pallet and
the unit is equipped with rollers and ramps.for loading and unloading

(Fig. 33).
Tho individual two wheeled trailer units are used for the many

vehicular tasks required for bare base operation.

They are also capable

of being hooked together in a train in order to transport various units
simultaneously (Fig. 34).
A summary of weight reduction results, made possible by our vehicular concept, reveals approximately a 44% decrease in vehicular weight.
Approximated figures are as fcilows:
UNIT

,EIGHT

QUANTITY

H.D. power unit (10 tons)

4000 lb.

8

32000 lb.

L.W. power unit

3000 lb.

20

60000 lb.

Ambulance

4000 lb.

2

8000 lb.

Firetrxick (heavy)

9000 lb.

4

36000 lb.

Firetruck (light)

5000 lb.

4

20000 lb.

Fork Lift attachment

1000 lb.

8

8000 lb.

Farm attachments

5000 lb.

Runway sweeper attachments

1000 lb.

2

2000 lb.

Trailer unit (5 ton)

1500 lb.

61

91.500 lb.

Refrigerator units

7000 lb.

3

21000 lb.

Crane (existing)

19000 lb.

1

19000 lb.

Crane (existing)

21000 lb.

1

1000 lb.

5000 lb.

Total
Existini; Total
32).

TOTAL ,EIG1HT

-

-

393000 lb.

700330 lb.
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AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
In order to cut maintenance and weight, the qualifications of solar
Development

energy as a source of power have been explored (Fig. 35).

of a new method of converting the sun's heat energy directly into electrical energy has eliminated the inefficient steam boiler and engine.
This is accomplished by the use of the "Silicon Photovoltaic Cell".
Each silicon cell is approximately 1/400th of an inch thick, or
about the thickness of a razor blade.

The cells consist of two layers

of silicon, each with different electrical properties.

Sunlight causes

electrons to move from the first-,positive) layer to the second (negative) layer, thus 7reating an electrical current.
Storage of the energy is the main problem.

It can be fed into an

ordinary storage battery, but this adds excessive weight and bulk to the
operation.

Other fields explored include the use of certain chemical

salts which absorb heat when changing from a crystal to a liquid state.
Mercury batteries are also an alternative.
Applications of the use of solar energy to the Bare Base could include:
1.

Airstrip Lighting - This would allow te

lights to become individ-

ual, portable units, as they would contain their own power.
2.

Generators - The weight of solar energy generators would be cut

appreciably.

Power and lighting could be supplied for the functiuns con-

cerning administrAtion, messing, housing, and aircraft operations a- well.
3.

Bath Units

bath facilities.
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-

Solar energy could be used to heat the water for

The use of solar energy to date has been limited mainly to arid
regions of the world.

This is largely due to the adaptability of the

power source to the spsrzely pop>ulated areas.

The need for such a source

has not arisen in the more populated areas of the world, although its
usage is not limited to arid regions.

Interest and exploration are the

factors aeeded to make this a more feasible power source for the entire
world.
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Erection sequence:

1. First pallet placed on ground.

Fig. 6:

Erection sequence:

2. Adjacent floor panels atteched,
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F~ig. 7:
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Erection sequence:

3. One pallet unfolded into position.

Pig. 8:

Erection sequence:

4. .2nd panels installed.
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Fig, 9:
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Erectionl sequence:

Of
attached to the face
sectionl
Tee
5. ilodZzont~l

Fig. 10:

iPrection sequence:

6. Vertical Tee sections inserted intO side joints.
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F~ig. 11:

1ss

Brection Sequence:

7, Comipleted Shelter,

P'igo 12:

Linear arrangement,,
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Pr44

Fig. 13:

160

Staggered arrangement.

Fig. 14:

L'-Shaped arran~ement&

Fig. 15:

162

Pallets unfolded and butted end to end,

Fig, 16:

Adjacent panels connected with Tee section ribs.
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I

Fig. 17:

164

Completed structure showing stabilizing panels at sides of opening.

Fig* 8

Multi-purpose vehicle (power unit and trailer).
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Fig. 19:

166

Power unit.

Fig. 20:

Multi-.purpose vehicle with fork lift attachment,
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Fig. 21:

168

Mtulti-purpose vehic-'e with runway sweeper attachiment*

Pig, 22:

Multi-purpose vehicle shown towing with winch,

16~9

Fig, 23:
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Multi-purpose vehicle with scraper blade attachmuent.

fig. 24:

View of chasis showing V6 truck engine.
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Fig. 25:
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,th driver's seat in place.
Vehicle --.

Fig. 26:

Vehicle with seats folded as bed for light cargo,
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Fig. 27:

174

Vehicle as four-passz'igar pezsonnel carrier showing detacnab....e canopy,

Fig. 23:

Vehicle used for light hauling.
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176

Fig. 30:

Large van requiring extended chasis.
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"1ig. 31:

178

Single flat
cargo trailer
unit

Fig, 32:

to form tandem unit.
Two trailerS join~ed

179

4

1'ý

cargo trailer.
being loade(I on
3:pallet
Fig.

I80

Fig. 34:

Uncoupled single trailers in tandem,

Fig, 35:

182

Cellular structure of solar energy panel,

Fig.

36:

Shower units (adapting solar energy to basic structural unit).
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TZMAM PHILOSOPHY

CONC2PT OF MODERN WARFARE

The concept of modern warfare has changed radically from one of
massive retaliation to one of flexible response.
its

This team felt that

contribution should be in line with the latter and that its pro-

posals must be able to stand-up under the full s!;ectrum of modern warfrom an enemy propaganda campaign to all out war.

fare:

TEAM DECISION
Since there is a nee-d to starp out brush-fire wars in order to
keep them from growing, the decision was made to maximize:
1.

Speed

2.

Efficiency

3.

Versatility

4.

Adaptability

5.

Security

6.

Camouflage & concealment

The team decided to minimize:
1.

Risk

2.

Numb'r of components

3.

Maintenance

The personnel s.;lected to oor-,tc the tear's proiosal would have
to be conditioned to the inportance of total blackout, camoi•fla,,.',

and

concealment in order that n-ximum effectivene-s is achieved.

185

COMBAT SUMNT PRIORITIES
This team felt that the following priorities should be assigned to
the combat elements.

1st Priority - Ylanpower
2nd Priority - Jet fighters & equipment
3rd Priority - Airstrip
Since the mission of the base is to produce thirty-six F-4C's for
tactical operations, this cpn only be accomplished Uf there is ranpower
to make them fly.
This requires the services of the tactical squadrons, maintenance
squadrons and the combat support group.

If they can survive a surprise

attack, the airstrip can be operational in a matter of hours even with
reduced equipment.

Therefore maximum security, total blackout, arnd

shelter camouflage are desirable.
BASE ASSEM3LY PRIORITIES
ist Priority - Tactical squadron shelters
Maintenance squadron shelters
Headquarters
2nd Priority - Cnmrn---

-+..

3rd Priority - Mess hall
Hospital

POL
4th Priority - Amuio
Cyrogenic fluid production
5th Priority - Hangars

184

The team felt that the billeting shelters should be integrated into
a single complex with the mess halls, headouarters and hospital.

Yost

work shelters and all bomb shelters could be integrated if the site permits.

ADAPTAILITY OF APPROACH
YARI.CU, SITES

This team's bare base concept is extrenely adaptable since the shelter
units require no anchoriag and can be carried from one place to another.
This requires no sr'ecial eiuipment for assenbly in sub-arctic areas where
the ground is frozen solid.
If more insulation is needed, a special canvas layer can be attached
on the inside with the space between rods filled with an insulator.

Like-

wise the floor insulation can be boosted for colder climates.
For best results the camouflage pattern and color of each bare base
kit should be suited for its intended geographical area.

If this is

not feasible, one broken-up pattern for all area use would still help
attain the desired effect.

The base layouts can vary with the site.

In order to achieve the blackout corplex a s reading out is desired.
"This also improves vehicular access.

No more than six shelter units

should be placed in a straight lino to minimize lors of -,ersonnel from
eneny strafing.

Vehicles when not in use :ihould be %arkedunder camou-

flare nets.

SIhdi
hARTICULAR

The team had no -particttlar difficulty in adapting its approach to

its site (Fig. 1).

Although it was limited by an existing system of roads

a desired pattern was still attained.

The possible solutions in the com-

plex design are infinite and are limited only by the proposed site (Fig.

2).

Bj.SIC SHMrMR
The basic rhelter is a arched struicture with overall dimensions
36'-0" x 23'-0" x 11'-6" high.

It will accommodate 12 men and thoir

equipment.
The plan features a wide 10'

center aisle w4hen used as a billet.

The aisle is used for circulation because the entire base is interconnected
for total blackout under combat conditions.

Since this layout must be

closely knit, it become- necessary to provide some means of camouflage
to break up the rigid pattern.
Ail equipment for tne bare base must be transr.orted in the C-130.
The inside dimensions of this airplarne's cargo - ace -re 9' hl-h x 10'
wide %40' long.

Therefore, the com=onents for the zhelter have b'mn

Oetermined fror. t.esc limitation:s.

1.

Lilit welght

2.

Leas bulk

3.

Ease of lssqbly

4. Little rviintenAnce

5.

F1.erdbility

COMPONENTS FOA BASIC SHIMTM.
"Delrin" plastic rods form the frame structure for the shelter.
These rods have a compressive stress of 18,000 psi and r,tensile stress
of 1C,000 psi.

They are resistive to heat, cold, acids and mildew.

They can be painted, pigimented, cut or welded (Fig 3).

1.

8 - Delrin rods - 1-1/2" diam. x 360-0"

2.

2 - Aluminum channels - 4" x 6" x 361-0"

3.

6 - Steel cables - 1./4" diam. x 25'-10 3/4"

4.

Ono-piece lghtweieat canvas covering with plastic -moisture barrier

4

connected to floor portion - 361-0" x 60'.0" (Fig.

5.

Removable canvas roor covering

6.

2 - Semi-circular end panels - !i-6" radius

7.

-

.).

36'-0" x 23'-0"

a.

connectu'i to top covering by plastic zipper

b.

zip-in doors and windows

Divider unit - zip in canvas - 6'-0" x 20" 0"

SrMPS FOR ERECTI0N

1.
?,

Untie shelter package - (36 cu. ft.)
Unroll one-piece linit

3.

Fasten steel cable to aluminum channels

4.

Insert spreader bars between channels

5. Insert one end of Delrin rcd into one cnannel socket and bend to
onposite side and insort rci into, socket.

(repeat as necessary to

complet. fnr•-*)

6.

Snap on sta!A!lizer rod at the top of arch
M~9

7.

Pull :anvas over top of frame and fasten to the other side.

8.

Zip-in end panels

9.

Zip-in windows and dooi-s

10.

Spread canvas floor covering

11.

Install nece.sary eqiuipment (forced night ventilation, etc.)

Hk"GAR IAND IZSSI'JG SKLTFR
The larger shelter is the same basic structure as the smaller (Figs.
5,6). It is framed by conbining two standard 36'-0" rods at tLce ce.,ter
of the span with a snecial double socket fitting.
been reduced from 6 feet to 4 feet.

The bay spacing has

The overall dimensions are 60'-00

long, 460-0" wide and 23'-0" high.
COIOCN

TS

1, 32 - Delrin rods 1-1/2" diam. x 36'-0"
Aluminum channels - 4" x 6" x 30'-0"

2.

4

3.

10 - Steel cables - 1/4" dian. x 471-6 1/4"

4.

2 - One piece lihtweight canvas coverings with nlast1t moisture barrior

-

connected to floor portion - 30'.0" x 120'-0"
5.

Removzble catvas I'.oor covoring - 469-0" x 60'-0"

6.

2 - Semi-circular end panels - .)'-0" ridius

a.

connected to top covering by rlastic ztrAr
. lp•-In doors and windows

The steps for erection are tVe s3ro 190

for the 1Ic

*eltir.

T11e

use of a crane iould be helpful, but it can be erected wixth the use of
enough mern.
D:-,V-,LOPM, NT OF 3ARE AASE
1. Bare base tnder consideration
2.

0000 hrs.
After selection and survey of bare base, the first C-130 loads
at home base.

3.

1000 hrs.
First C-130 lands at bare base to unload.

4.

1030 hrs. (Fig. 7)
Two basic units have been assembled.

5. 1700 hrs,

1-POL set-up, 1-mess hall and hospital erected, and billeting
for 200 men.

6.

2400 hrs.
Eunitions dump, liquid oxygen and 2nd moss hall erected, and
bi~letin! for 4'0 men.

7.

V00 hr3.
Billetin;, for 7)0 men.

8.

7210 hrs.
Kan,:,-rs vrecte', And billetir.:

9.

Pfor0

rjC

n.

9600 i.r4i3
Comtlete,"d

(9) inti-aircraft

ba.3 wit,
bo

!''rgoncy

1-13t.311-Iti-115.

ruel And rjniti-isa

81lletiml, Aor l•O

:1

dump an'$

VEHI CLE CONCEPT
In our first consideration of a vehicle, we felt tlhat we wanted a
vehicle with as much simplicity of concept as possible.

But, while

striving for this simplicity, we wanted the most output from the least
In other words, we felt that the more complicated the vehicle

input.

was in its basic power train, basic operation, and basic gadgetry, the
hardýer the v4Aicle would be to learn to operate and to repair.

The more

complicated the various operations of the vehicle, the more difficult
to recair.

We wanted a vehicle that was an operator's dream not a

mechanic's nightmare.

Therefore, we divided the duties of the base be-

twreen these two vehicles and arrived at this final concept.
VEEICLE DESCRIPTION
The basic body shell of the velicle J.s of unitbody construction.
This was used becau'e of the .zaintenance to a body chassis corbirnation
and the ruzgedness aid rigidity of the unit construction.
The power is supolied through the use of a very efficient, uncomplicated 171 c.i., in-line four-cylinder, air-cooled engine.

This en-

gine would be equipped with an overhead camshaft and would develop
90 H.P.

It is aircooled primarily because it

climates without the addition of anti..feeze.

cuuld be operated in cold
The engine is mounted a-

head of tho front axle and delivers the power through a standard fourspeed, fully synchro-meshed transmission.

The vehicle has four-wheel

drive and four-wheel steering to make it quite agile and maneuverable.
The length of the vehicle is 156", the width 84", and the hei-ht
192

at the top of the cab is 72".
rear.

The vehicle has a wide-track front and

The cab is equipped with dual-controls for operations f'acing the

front or the rear.

The driver is seated in the center of the cab or. a

swivel-seat, so as to have access to either front or rear controls (Figs.

8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15).
Both the driver and the engine are placed ahead of the front axle
and to the left so that between 5/8 and 3/4 of the volume of the vehicle
can be utilized.

The cab's location to the front left with the engine

located front-center allows for a front tailgate.
with both front and rear tailgates.
the front or the rear.

The vehicle is equipped

This makes it accessible from either

3ecause of the openings front and reir, it

makes

possible the transporting of objects longer than the 156" of the vehicle
(Fig. 16).

Many standard jeep attacl.irento can be used on thýs vehicle,

which is equipped with a Power Take-Off front and rear.

A forklift

attachment (Fig. 17) is operated from the rear and is attached to the
rear of the frame after the removal of the tailgate.

Because of the equal

ability of the vehicle to be operated fomrard or in rev.ýrse, the vehicle
easily becomes a forqard vehicle or a rear direction vehicle.
One additional attachment is a one-piece fiberglass too which converts the vehicle into a closed van, to be used as an ambulance (Fig. 18),
delivery van, closed troop carrier or any of many uses requiring A closed
vehicle.

The standard cab comprised 1/4 of the top are& i-ith the bolt

on top comprising the other 3/4.
The second vehicle was designed along tho same lines but with minor
changes to make it compatible to larger heavier jobs required on the base.
This vehicle is primarily the same type as the smaller vehicle, the difference
193

i7

being in larger dimen3ior.s'
(Fig. 19).

in lerngth, 9' in width, and 8' in height
is track-ariven so that large

The other change is that it

dozer attachments may be usNA to their fullest e;ctent.

The second vehicle

also has front and rear tailgates and does many of the large jobs not
possible for the smaller vehicle.

It comes e3ui!oped with telesconing

crane/back-hoe, a dozer blade (Fig. 20),

fire fighting attachments, or

it may be used just in standard form to tow a plane.
We feel that the two vehicles would be capable of being adapted to
handling all the duties around the base (Fig. 21).
CONCEPTS OF S-L, CTFD I'MIS OF E-UIP.

T

RUNW4AY LIGHTING
A very efficient type of lighting is neon.

A single Ftrip of light

on both sides of the runway (Fig. 22) is stfficient for its location by
the pilot.
The portable quality of the lighting is achieved by puxsping the neon
gas into flexible clear plastic tubing (Fig.
reels that are mounted nn

P

2,3) which can be wound onto

vehicle.

This slngle wirQ, cold cathode system can be powered by portable
generators as needed.
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Fi.1:

Aerial view of site prior to development,

Fig. 2t

196

Aerial view of site fully developed,

Fig. 3:

Skeleton of structure showving plastic ribs, channel grade beamse and
steel cable tension lines.
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Fig. 4:

198

Completed ;2'-ucture showing camouflage canvas covering,

Fig. 5:

Typic~1 lar-ge arnd small shelter units joined.

199

Fig. 6:

200

View of~ completed structure showing effectivenes3 of camoufP-Ae tech.
riquc.

Pig* 7:* Firat
C.Ujo lands
at Flaze P0e sie

.~

201

ý4ý4

Fig. 8:

202

General view of veh'iclt.

b

q

"

V,

. -

Fig.

9:

Side f.levation-secto'al vie

with fork lift

4ttgchment.
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WAjs

II

i

I

"'S' f

Fig.
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10:

Front clevation-sectional view.

Fig* 11:

Basic vehicle and assortment of, attachments,
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Fig. 12:

206

Vehicle used for light hauling.

I

... ...

Fig. 13:

Vehicle used as munuitions carrier.
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I

Fig. 14:
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Vehicle with scraper blade attachment.

Fig. 15:

Vehicle with runway vacuum cleaner attac.nent.
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Piro. 16:

210

Vehicle carrying structural members tor shelter (lowered front and
rear tailgates),

Fig.

17:

Vehicle with fork lift

attachment.
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Fig. 13:

212

Conversion of vehicl1e to closed v~an for use as arnbulance.

p~ig. 19:

General view of large
vehicle.
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Fig. 20:

214

Larger vehicle with doz., hlada attachment,

rig.2~:Lakrgelr vchJicle equipped
as f'ire truck,

21S

Fig, 22:
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Aerial view of runway lighting at night.

Z

Fig. 23:

r,

Detail of runway lighting.
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